Introduction
Multi-megabyte disk input/output operations are commonly a major bottleneck in largc application codes on distributed-memory parallel supercomputers. Our first attempt t o remove this bottleneck produced DONIO [2] , a library of routines to provide fast parallel file 1/0 capabilities' on Intel iPSC/SSO and Intel Paragon supercomputers.
DONIO caches the entire disk file across the aggregate memory of the multiprocessor in shared memory emulated~ by DOLIB (Distributed Object Library). This approach imposed a high memory ovkrhead, and the use of 32-bit integer indexing restricted access to files of at most 2Gigabytes. The new EDONIO library reduces memory overhead and provides fast 1/0 on files of arbitrary size. EDONIO is implemented independently of the Distributed Object Lidrary DOLIB [l] but uses similar IPX remote procedure calls to implement a large disk cache in the aggregate memory of the multiprocessor. Similarly, data not found in the disk cache is dynamically read in large blocks.
I
The amount of memory dedicated to EDONIO is controlled by the user. A larger disk cache usually results in better performance; especially if sufficient memory i s available to cache the entire file into aemory. In this case EDONIO reverts back to the behavior of DONIO. EDONIO operates only on UNIX binary files, which may be incompatible with Fortran unformatted fixed-size record files.
Extended Distributed Object Network 1 / 0 Library
Many large-scale applications involving the simulation of time-evolving events are designed to output a "snapshot" or "checkpoint" of the current state of the simulation at regular intervals. A lengthy simulation may output tens (or even hundreds) of -3 -Gigabytes of data for later a h alysis. The original DONI0 was incapable of handling files larger than 2Gigabytes. ED0 l i IO overcomes this restriction, thereby providing rapid 1/0 capabilities on files of practically unlimited size (up to 1GTerabytes).
User Interface
The following pages provide'details on the syntax and behavior of each of the EDONIO primitives. These pages can E he considered the manual for EDONIO.
-4 -do-check ( ) , i n t o f f s e t , i n t whence ) t f d , esize-t o f f s e t , i n t whence ) sets up internal data st is required before any in an error. , i n t nproc )
. i d , nproc 1
? id number of the calling processor.
le total number of processors executing. opens the named file specified by path for read-only, write-only or read-write access, as specified by the f l a g s argument, and returns a descriptor for that file.
For write-only or read-write access, if the file does not exist, it is created with permission mode mode (see chmod(2)). Note that do-open0 differs from UNIX open if the write-only file already exists. In that case, the file is first truncated (see truncate(2)) to an empty file and then rewritten.
All processors must participate in the do-openO call. An implicit global synchronization is performed.
A Fortran example of the use of do-openO is given below: Note that preloading will not displace data already in the disk cache. In particular, if the cache is already full, then do-preload0 has no effect. However, the user can force the creation of empty slots either by calling do-csize0 to increase the memory allocated for the cache, or alternatively, the user can force a partial ~ -15 -purge of the cache by~using two consecutive do-csize0 calls t o contract and then reset the disk cac P e size.
All processors must pkrticipate in the do-preload0 call. An implicit global synchronization is performed. nbytes --. nbytes is the number of bytes to be read. The calling process waits (blocks) until the request is completed. Using do-write0
to write to a read-only file causes an error. The seek pointer is updated to point to the next byte in the file.
Note that the execution times for d o s r i t e 0 may vary significantly, depending on the access pattern ahd effectiveness of the disk cache. If the disk block is assigned to the same calling processor, the local disk cache is searchkd. A cache miss causes EDONLO to load these blocks into the local disk cache, displacipg other blocks if necessary. For any blocks assigned to other processors, the IPX2 system [3] is used to request the data from the processors that "own" those blocks. The read request is satisfied after the remote data are received. If the file was opened as a read-only file, the incoming data are also placed in the local read-only cache, to reduce message passing traffic should the same data be referenced in snbsequent read operations. Note the read-only data cache holds only remote (nonlocal) data.
A do-write0 operation is similar. Again, the disk blocks to be written are identified. Blocks assigned to the same processor are loaded into the cache if they are not already there. EDONIO uses the IPX ' 'on' ' routine (a type of "remote procedure call")
to cause other processors to update blocks assigned to them. On the iPSC/860, IPX uses the NX hrecv0 interrupt mechanism to preempt a processor to service IPX requests.
However, on the Intel Paragon, hrecvo is not a true interrupt handler but spawns a separate thread that executes concurrently with the main computation. The extensive use of masktrap0 for exclusive access to critical sections incurs a very high overhead on the Paragon. We have chosen to use a more efficient non-interrupt (polling) version of IPX for use on the Paragon. Because IPX requests are serviced only when the message queue is polled, and processors must supply data or update blocks at the request of other processors, the user must be careful to prevent deadlock or starvation. EDONIO provides the do-check() routine to examine the message queue for IPX requests. For example, code that uses a subset of the processors to handle all the disk 1/0 will fail unless the remaining processors periodically call do-check(), since IPX requests to these processors will not be serviced. See the manual page for do-checkO for further discussion.
We have included a subprogram for preloading the disk-cache to enhance performance of the disk I/O. Preloading of the disk-cache is particularly desirable immediately after opening an existing file, where disk 1/0 during preloading proceeds in parallel.
Preloading is not guaranteed to improve 1/0 performance since it depends on the access pattern and size of disk cache. See the manual page for do-preload0 for further details.
IPX is available by anonymous FTP from msg . das . bnl .gov under the directory /pub/ipx.
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. Experimental Resulds
In this section we present a' rough comparison of disk performance by EDONIO versus native NX routines. The Fortran source code is included in the Appendix. The code is a contrived example that hmulates the disk 1/0 common in finite element codes by performing multiple direct access lseek 0 's, c r e a d o ' s and c u r i t e (1 's. This example generates the element-to-vertex list for a three dimensional ne% x ney x nez grid.
The elements are assumed to be ordered with z-index varying fastest, then z then y.
Elements along the vertical' direction are grouped in buffer mibuf before writing to obtain better disk performadce. Note that the element-to-vertex list file is independent of the number of processors. The same file is later read again.
Since operating system patches and compiler upgrades are regularly applied to the 512-processor xps35 Intel Paragon system at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and (8,000,000 elements), and a large 300 x 300 x 300 (27,000,000 elements) problem. are generated. Moreover, more total aggregate memory (4Mbytes per processor) is available for the disk cache. wclose and preload involve physical disk activity to write out or read in data into the aggregate disk cache; hence as the disk cache size increases with more processors, more data are transfered and more time for disk 1/0 may be required.
We see that with a large enough disk cache, EDONIO may offer nearly a ten-fold improvement over native N X routines. However, if the disk cache is too small to be effective, performance of EDONIO may be similar to native NX. EDONIO fully exploits the new MASYNC mode in achieving over 20Megabytes per second overall disk throughput t o the /pf s. By cornpaxison, DONI0 with the default M-UNIX mode obtained only about 5Megabytes per second disk throughput.
Summary
We have described EDONIO, a fast file 1/0 emulation library for the Intel iPSC and 
Obtaining the Software
To obtain the source code for E D O N I O the reader should send email to the authors:
e6dQornl.gov or rominechQornl.gov.
Appendix
In this appendix, we list the EDONIO and NX disk operatio by a flag at compile time. 
